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TATLIN!

song cycle for double bass and voice

by Devin Ray Hoff

“I am waiting for well-equipped artistic ‘depots’ where an artist’ s psychic machine might be repaired as

necessary. I appeal to all those in my guild to pass through the suggested gateway and throw off the old to

admit a breath of anarchy.” -Vladimir Tatlin, Anarkhiia, March 29, 1918

These 4 pieces for double bass and voice are inspired by the work and words of Vladimir Tatlin (1885-

1953), a Russian/Ukrainian artist, merchant marine, prize fighter, musician, and theorist. His conceptions

of honoring the organic properties of the things we make our world by, his intention to radically blur the

lines between art and function, and the liberatory ethic he struggled to maintain and imbue his work with,

I find intriguing and inspiring.

Note on the margin: These pieces have evolved over several years, and versions of some of them have

appeared elsewhere in different forms. This is how they are ideally intended to be presented in solo

context.

Suggested reading:

Vasilii Rakitin: The great Utopia - The Russian and Soviet Avant-Garde, 1915-1932

Christina Lodder: Russian Constructivism

Alan Atliff: Anarchy and Art

Emma Goldman: My Disillusionment in Russia
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A few thoughts on the songs:

The Tower refers to the Monument to the Third International, also known as Tatlin’ s Tower, a complicated

sculpture designed to be functional architecture, but which was never realized as such. I see it as both a

beautiful vision and a metaphor for the conflicted hopes many who moved in anarchist and libertarian

circles (as Tatlin did) had in the early years of the Soviet Revolution, but which ultimately became stillborn

in the hands of the Bolshevik dictatorship. Nevertheless many exciting ideas were conceived in these times.

“Let's split open our figures and place the environment inside them.”

LeTatlin was a design for a personal human-powered flying machine, sort of like an air bicycle, that Tatlin

spent decades making plans for. It was meant as a sustainable mode of transport for urban workers. As with

the Tower, it was a beautiful idea that never quite got off the ground.

"The dream is as old as Icarus... I too want to give back to man the feeling of flight. This we have been

robbed of by the mechanical flight of the aeroplane. We cannot feel the movement of our body in the air.”

Construction is written for double bass tuned to 5ths--or "cello"--tuning: C, G, D, A (low to high).

Truth to Materials is a series of 12 tone melodies in three sections, which could conceptually be thought of

as pyramid, cube, and cylinder, relating to the three sections of the Monument to the Third International, or

alternatively as the metal, glue, and wood of the modern double bass, or the Tower’s iron, glass, and steel.

“The engineers made hard forms. Evil. With angles. They are easily broken. The world is round and soft.”

Each of these pieces is written to be played on any bass instrument.

Lyrics where indicated are optional, and can be spoken or sung with bass melodies when present.

The texts for all pieces are taken from translations of quotes attributed to Tatlin himself.

Enjoy!
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